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RhinoVermi is certified by IS 15907:2010 - License No. CM/L-3746976
Approved by the Bureau of Indian Standards
RhinoVermi™ A Tough New Generation Vermiculture Bed

RhinoVermi compost beds represent the future in modern compost technology. They offer a unique combination of; simple installation, optimal aeration control, light weight materials and extremely tough construction. RhinoVermi compost beds are a smart choice for all organic agricultural industries that benefit from the higher yields resulting from vermicompost.

RhinoVermi’s most appealing feature is it’s ease of installation. Gone are the days of having to construct expensive Vermi beds from materials such as concrete. RhinoVermi is so easy to install, several beds can be erected in just a few hours! They are also very easy to relocate. Just slide the RhinoVermi beds off their installation posts, move them to a new location, and in a few hours they are back in service! Light weight reinforced HDPE construction means that they can be transported cheaply and without heavy duty transportation vehicles. This also makes it easy to set them up in hard to access or remote locations.

In addition to industry leading durability and construction, RhinoVermi beds are factory fitted with InterWrap’s leading edge aeration windows. Aeration allows the compost to maintain the proper moisture and oxygen levels for microbial populations to operate at peak efficiency. They also prevent excess heat build up. Optimal aeration results in faster and healthier composts that in turn give higher crop yields.

RhinoVermi sets the standard in product quality. They are made from 100% multilayer coated woven HDPE material and are; puncture resistant, waterproof, impervious to mold, and unaffected by most agricultural chemicals. InterWrap also guarantees its workmanship with a limited warrantee against all manufacturing defects and a minimum of 1 year UV stability. RhinoVermi compost beds are one of the many products offered by InterWrap, the global leader in coated woven technology and are manufactured at their India based, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility.

Ensure your Vermi compost beds have what it takes to handle even the harshest environments, don’t leave quality and durability to chance. Choose the industry proven brand name RhinoVermi and rest assured knowing you’ve made the right choice!

**Tough on the outside**
Farming is a tough environment with sharp tools and rough handling. Therefore, RhinoVermi’s outer surface is designed to withstand these harsh conditions. Durable, puncture resistant, waterproof & made from superior grade materials, RhinoVermi is tough and ready to perform.

**Smooth on the inside**
RhinoVermi’s inner surface is 100% inert and impervious to mold. It washes clean with ease and will provide years of abundant & successful Vermi bed compost production.

**Smart in the middle**
Enjoy piece of mind knowing that at the core of it’s construction are three layers of tightly woven PE tapes that provide excellent rip-stop protection.
Weaving a better world is InterWrap’s ongoing global mission to protect our environment by creating products with lower carbon footprints than alternatives and manufacturing them using environmentally friendly processes. InterWrap’s global commitment extends from Canada, the U.S.A. and across to India & China. InterWrap has invested millions of dollars in research & development that has enabled us to become one of the industry leaders in green product manufacturing and end-of-life recycling technologies. As we continue to grow, so does our commitment of being a responsible inhabitant in our fragile ecosystem.